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Anne Wienholt Collection
Papers concerning Arnold Wienholt, 1844 – 1980

Size
2 boxes

Contents
Correspondence, press clippings, photographs, publications, notes, inventory, reports concerning Arnold Wienholt's career, especially in Ethiopia. Also family photographs.

Biography
Anne Wienholt is the daughter of Arnold Wienholt. The Wienholts were a pastoral family in the Darling Downs area. Arnold Wienholt was a jackeroo until 1900 when he joined the Queensland Imperial Bushmen's Contingent to fight in the Boer War. He was Fassifern's member of the Queensland Legislative Assembly from 1909 to 1913 and 1930 to 1935, and a member of the House of Representatives for Wide Bay from 1919 to 1922. He was a scout and intelligence officer in Africa from 1914 to 1916 and a guerrilla officer from 1939 to 1940. Wienholt was also a big-game hunter.

Notes
Open access. Access to Box 2 Folder 4 is restricted.
Bulk of the collection dated 1915 to 1942.

Box 1
Publications

The Last Outrage: How Mr. Tafari left Addis Ababa. (Novissima). Copy annotated by Arnold Wienholt. Publication is Italian propaganda following their invasion of Ethiopia during World War II. Annotations on front cover dated 27 Feb 1937.


Folder 1
Envelope labelled: “Letters from Mr J.D. Dale to Mrs Enid Lewis concerning Widgee Station and her notes concerning same. Anne Wienholt Takashige.”:


Copy of letter from Mrs Enid Lewis to Mr John D. Dale, no date.

Photograph with caption on back: “Widgee Homestead around 1900. Mr and Mrs Voss are in the photograph. Mrs Voss is holding her daughter. Nearby is their nursemaid, Hilda Williams. (Mr Voss managed Widgee before Mr Wienholt took over the management himself.)”

Photograph with caption on back: “Widgee. Mr Wienholt brands the calf. His brother is securing the beast’s head. Man standing on Mr Wienholt’s left is Mr Caulfield, head stockman on Widgee”.

Folder 2

Scrapbook: Stations and photographs.

Note inside front cover: ‘Scrapbook of old cuttings and photos belonging to Arnold Wienholt -- in his handwriting. Anne Wienholt, 1984.’

Contains original photographs and illustrations from magazines.

Photographs of stations, cattle, houses, railways, family, photos taken in Rhodesia of hunting trips, etc.

Folder 3

Envelope labelled: “Arnold Wienholt. Private letters from Ethiopia”:

Letter, Arnold Wienholt, 15 Jun 1940, P. Office Aden to Ellen Lawrence.


Four envelopes – 2 from Aden, 2 from Ethiopia.

Folder 4

Envelope labelled: “Letters and odds and ends concerning Arnold Wienholt’s two trips to Ethiopia”:


Exercise book containing Arabic lesson notes.

Inventory of personal effects of Capt. A. Wienholt (1 leaf typescript and carbon copy).

Letter, A.G. Miller, 6 Feb 1939, War Office, London to Capt. Wienholt, about making an appointment to see him.


Letter of introduction, Leslie Wilson, Governor of Queensland, 27 Sep 1939 [with envelope].

Letter, Arnold Wienholt to Ellen, 28 Dec 1938.

Envelopes (2)

Notes, Abebe Aragai’s position by Arnold Weinholt (2 leaves, handwritten, with envelope).
Letter, Donald [?], 27 Oct 19--? to Rocky, accompanied by two forms, allowance for camp kit and officer's claim for outfit allowance.

Letter, 1 leaf of letter, date unknown. Note on the bottom of leaf: Sent also to Mr Hughes.

Folder 5
Envelope labelled: “Articles concerning Arnold Wienholt”:


Folder 6
Envelope labelled: “Printed and typed material by Arnold Wienholt concerning Ethiopia”:

Newspaper clippings:

Arnold Wienholt, “Italy’s military prospects in Abyssinia: will white v. black war threaten conflict of colour?”, Courier Mail, 8 Aug 1935.


Arnold Wienholt, “Fateful hour in Africa: which of two roads to follow?”, Courier Mail, 26 Feb 1936.


Arnold Wienholt, “Where cartridges are currency: Captain Wienholt gets his gun”, Courier Mail, 3 Mar 1936.

Arnold Wienholt, “Abyssinians will fight to the end: Red Cross needs Australian help”, Courier Mail, 5 Mar 1936.

Pamphlets:


Statement by Arnold Wienholt (?) on Great Britain’s position concerning Ethiopia. (1 leaf, typescript).
Folder 7

Envelope labelled: “Arnold Wienholt – clippings – Abyssinia etc. (not his own material)”: The source and/or date is not noted on the following clippings:

“Arnold Wienholt: a fine man and soldier”

“Captain Wienholt” (sic)

“Daring Australian may be prisoner”

“Tributes to late Mr A. Wienholt”

“Eton College honors great warrior” [3 copies]

“Letters to the editor” – 2 letters about late A. Wienholt

“Arnold Wienholt Tribute” [from Telegraph?]

“Ethiopians’ friend: Captain Arnold Wienholt: organising revolt” by Alan D. Mickle, 12 Feb 1941 [3 copies]

“Obituary: Gave life to service of Abyssinians: Capt. Wienholt – Quatermain of North Africa”

“People’s forum”

“Late Arnold Wienholt: an appreciation” by Alp the Adrian [note: “Longreach paper”]

“A.I.F. Fighting in Remote areas”

“Arnold Wienholt – Patriot, soldier and hunter”

“Journey into the unknown”

“Arnold Wienholt may be Italian war prisoner” [2 copies]

“Arnold Wienholt stands to his guns: a reply to Mr Perkins” from Queensland Country Life, n.d.


“I know Haile Selassie’s Australian friend: intrepid soldier who was mauled by a lion” by Major Arthur Miller of Cape Town

“Wienholt biography”, 26 Nov 1958

“Put in for an inside story”, 9 May 1936

“Colorful adventurer Arnold Wienholt is remembered as the…most daring Qld grazier”

“Leader of a party which organised the patriots of Abyssinia: Brigadeer D.A. Sandford”

“Abyssinian revolt led by British”

“Ethiopian tribute to late Captain Arnold Wienholt” [2 copies]

“No cause for anxiety: reported capture of Mr. A. Wienholt”

“Wienholt captured: in hands of Italians: with Red Cross” [note: “1936”]

“Wienholt estate £174, 978”

“The late Capt. Wienholt – memory honoured” [note: “We are very pleased to see this recognition”]

Article on Arnold Wienholt going missing in Abyssinia from Sydney Bulletin

“I was with Wienholt: Australia’s most adventurous character: prisoners of Italians”
“Court interpretation in Wienholt will"
“Court to review Wienholt will”
“Britons lead patriots”
“Coincidence: Two ‘friendly’ Supreme Court writs involve two of Queensland’s best-known families…”
“A cablegram states that Major Humphrey Wienholt, DSO, has been wounded…”

Clippings with source and date noted:
“Captain Arnold Wienholt: leaving for Abyssinia”, Courier Mail, 12 Nov 1935
“Capt. Wienholt at Addis Ababa: cheerful people: Invasion must end disastrously” Courier Mail, 26 Dec 1935

“Why Abyssinia was lost: Wienholt tells inside story: brigands and brainless chiefs were worse than bombs: ‘not over yet’”, Courier Mail, 27 May 1936
“Mr Arnold Wienholt captured”, Telegraph, 22 Apr 1936

“Man who buys when times are bad! Mr Wienholt’s new station”, Courier Mail, 28 Oct 1936
“The Captain’s Grief”, Courier Mail, 21 Jun 1938

“Abyssinia awakens: British direct revolt”, Courier Mail, 25 Jan 1941

“Missing Queenslander has often faced death before” by Firmin McKinnon, Courier Mail, 25 Jan 1941

“About Arnold Wienholt”, Dalgety’s Review, 31 Jan 1941


“From the heart of Abyssinia” The Sphere, 22 Mar 1941

“Like a Rider Haggard Hero: Captain Arnold Wienholt, Friend of the Ethiopians”, The Australasian, 22 Mar 1941

“Danger and thrills in Abyssinia” Sydney Telegraph, 26 Jul 1941

“Ambushing of Captain Wienholt revealed in affidavit to court”, Telegraph, 10 Oct 1941 [2 copies]

“Abyssinia ambush victim left estate of £212,147”, Courier Mail, 11 Oct 1941 [3 copies]

“He loved adventure above all”, Sunday Mail, 12 Oct 1941 [3 copies]

“Ambushed and betrayed: Arnold Wienholt’s grim death”, Truth, 12 Oct 1941 [5 copies]

“Death on secret mission: Allan Quatermain”, Telegraph (London), 14 Oct 1941

“Shire Patriotic Committee: numerous activities”, Fassifern Guardian, 15 Oct 1941

“Tribute to Captain Wienholt: high ideal of duty in peace and war”, Fassifern Guardian, 15 Oct 1941

“Wealthy war adventurer meets awful death”, Truth, 19 Oct 1941

“Late Captain Arnold Wienholt: Tribute from Eton”, Dalgety’s Review, 20 Nov 1942
Issue of newspaper, *Dalgety’s Review* (Queensland), Vol 19(8), 20 Nov 1942
Letter to editor by W.F. Wienholt about Arnold Weinholt, *Courier Mail*, 1959

Folder 8

**Photographs**

1) Arnold Wienholt during the First World War in Africa [group of nine men with a horse] [sepia, mounted on board, size: 30 x 25 cm]

2) Arnold Wienholt during the First World War in Africa [group of five men with three horses] [sepia, mounted on board, size: 30 x 25 cm]

3) “Wellstock” “St Ledger” – “Musket Maid” [Arnold Wienholt, horse and dog Redman] [mounted on board, size: 30 x 25 cm]

Envelope labelled “Wienholt Photos” and containing:

4) Edward Wienholt, father of Arnold Wienholt [note on back: “Edward Wienholt, Goomburra, Q.”, photo taken by Susciri, Roma, 16 x 10 cm]

5) Edward Wienholt, father of Arnold Wienholt [taken by Numa Blanc fils, Cannes, Aix-les-Bains, size: 16 x 10 cm]

6) Ellen Williams, mother of Arnold Wienholt [note on back: “Ellen Williams married Edward Wienholt, mother of Arnold Wienholt, photo taken by Susciri, Roma, size: 16 x 10 cm]

7) Maryvale Station on the Downs [size: 21 x 15 cm]

8) Arnold Wienholt. [photo taken by Hills & Saunders, Eton, 10 x 6 cm]

9) Arnold Wienholt [size: 13 x 9 cm]

10) Arnold Wienholt with unidentified man [probably in Africa, postcard, 14 x 9 cm]

11) Arnold Wienholt in 1938 [size: 15 x 11 cm, with copy and negative]

12) Enid Wienholt in 1923 [size: 16 x 10 cm]

13) Mrs Arnold Wienholt [newspaper clipping with photograph]

14) Anne Wienholt Takashige [colour, size: 15 x 10 cm]

15) Anne Wienholt Takashige [colour, size: 13 x 9 cm]

Envelope labelled “Photos and comments by Arnold Wienholt”, containing 10 photographs of Ethiopian resistance fighters [all 16 x 10 cm]:

16) “Lion like men of Moab.” Three prominent Guerilla leaders.

17) A patriot despatch bearer.

18) “Guerillas in good heart.” Note fluteplayer on left, and the secretary with book on right. Spears are symbolic, holders have full bandoliers. The two chiefs sitting, with
Italian light machine guns. Especially see handsome boy of fourteen on right. Hundreds similar can be seen in Ethiopia’s armies—they are very, very brave.

19) An omen of the certain end of Italy’s second adventure in Ethiopia.
20) Remainder of commander-in-chiefs body guard.
21) Generals Bayana & Bekeule and men. A Robin Hood setting “under the greenwood tree.”
22) The Commander in Chief Ras Abebe Aragai (nearly hidden in centre) addresses a local gathering.
23) Ethiopia’s sons also say “Ils ne passeront pas”
24) The soul of Ethiopia’s resistance. General Ras Abeba Aragai (in centre with dark cloak). Commander in chief of all the Ethiopian forces of national Liberation. Note: the party, returning from church, have on Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes.
25) Ethiopians keep feast of Temket when the Commander-in-chief swears in a batch of recruits for the Patriot forces.

Envelope labelled “Some Wienholt photos for the Fryer Library” and containing:
26) Ivan cutting Arnold’s hair.
27) Group of three men with guns—Arnold Wienholt on left.
28) Feeding the elephant out of a bottle.
30) Boy jumping into creek [note on back: “Arnold Wienholt?, Inkerman”]
31) Boy jumping into creek [note on back: “Arnold Wienholt?, Inkerman”]
32) Arnold Wienholt sitting in squatter’s chair on verandah with dog
33) Arnold Wienholt seated in study or drawing room
34) Group of three men eating on verandah—Arnold Wienholt center
35) Arnold Wienholt on horse
36) Group of soldiers [note on back: “Ivan in Africa 1914 war”]
37) Man with horse [note on back: “Tommy and Kerman?”]
38) Cattle in paddocks with mountain in background [note on back: “Inkerman”]
39) Cattle in paddocks [note on back: “Inkerman”]
40) Three men around campfire [note on back: “A. Wienholt”]
41) Ivan Lewis, second husband of Enid Lewis
42) Arnold Wienholt on horse
43) Arnold Wienholt on horse
44) Group at garden party—Arnold Wienholt second from left.
45) Three men at garden party—Arnold Wienholt in center, holding parasol
46) Man with horse [note on back: “Tommy and Borghese at Washpool farm”]
47) Man with dog [note on back: “Tommy Chay”]
48) Dog
49) Three men in paddocks with cattle [note on back: “Inkerman, N. Queensland, Arnold Wienholt”]
50) Seven men on horseback with buildings in background [note on back: “Inkerman, N. Queensland, Arnold Wienholt center”]
51) Arnold Wienholt on horse
52) Arnold Wienholt on horse
53) Cattle in creek
54) Cattle in creek, Jondaryan
55) Cattle in creek, Jondaryan
56) Hay cutter at work
57) Arnold Wienholt on horse, at Inkerman, N. Queensland
58) Farm buildings [note on back: “Tableland, I think—Anne Wienholt”]
59) Arnold Wienholt fishing at the Snowy River
60) Tuispearl [horse]
61) Philomel [horse], Fassifern
62) Arnold Wienholt branding cattle
63) Arnold Wienholt branding cattle
64) Horses in field
65) Arnold Wienholt herding cattle at Inkerman, N. Queensland
66) Man standing in garden [note on back: “I believe this is Cedric Hill, a second cousin of Arnold Wienholt who used to visit the Washpool and prune the grapes. Anne Wienholt”]
67) Postcard with photo of cattle [note on back: “No. 1. This photo shows some No. 3 bullocks mustered from the Run and are now going to the Bullock Paddock. Bootheella, 20/1/17.”]
68) Postcard with photo of cattle [note on back: “No. 2. This picture shows cows after standing in the new yard all night. 128 calves just branded are amongst them. We are taking them for a drink then will enter the bush again as you will see on No. 3 photo. Bootheella Station, 20/1/17.”]
69) Postcard with photo of cattle and man on horse [note on back: “No. 3. This shows cows and calves let out from the yard and getting a drink in the Paroo before the calves are mothered and let go in the bush again. Bootheella Station, 20/1/17.”]
70) Postcard with cattle in flooded field [note on back: “This shows bringing cattle from the flooded paddock. The Houses in the distance is the new and old Hut. Bootheella Station, 4/2/17.”]
Box 2

Folder 1
Envelope labelled ‘Ras Desta’ and containing:
Photograph of Ras Desta from a publication [size: 6 x 4 cm]
Newspaper clipping: Arnold Wienholt, “The defeat of Ras Desta”, *Courier Mail*, 1 Mar 1936
Newspaper clipping: Arnold Wienholt, “In memory of a patriot”, *Courier Mail*, 23 Apr 1937
1 leaf of handwritten notes about Ras Desta

Folder 2
Envelope labelled ‘Speaking notes Arnold Wienholt’ and containing:
5 leaves of handwritten notes with headings – Mr Chamberlain and Rome; Lord Halifax; Archbishop of Canterbury; Sir Samuel Hoare; Chamberlain.
1 leaf containing handwritten notes headed: Anglo Italian Agreement.
Newspaper clipping: “French Strength in Somailand: more troops sent to Jibuti”, *Daily Telegraph and Morning Post*, 21 Feb 1939
1 newspaper clipping pasted onto paper about the Italo-Abyssinian Treaty of 1928
1 leaf of typed notes concerning Italo-Abyssinian Treaty of 1928
1 torn page of handwritten notes (possibly for 4BC broadcast)
9 leaves of handwritten notes concerning Anglo-Italian Agreement, appeasement, military position etc.
2 leaves of typed and handwritten notes, titled: The Contrast
5 leaves of handwritten notes for lecture, 27th ____?
1 leaf typed: copy of letter, 14 Nov 1938
1 leaf handwritten, titled: Quotations

Folder 3
Envelope labelled “Letters from R. Foot to Enid Lewis concerning a proposed life of Arnold Wienholt. Much research was done by Richard Foot for this biography both in England and Australia – see letters concerning Arnold Wienholt. Some of Foot’s notes and outlines are in the possession of his widow at this time.” Envelope contains:
Notes, 2 handwritten pages of answers to questions
Notes, 1 leaf of addresses
Letter, Dickie [Foot], 2 Feb 1966, Clareville Beach NSW, to Enid Lewis [enclosing copies of two letters from Wilfrid Thesiger re: Arnold Wienholt, dated 9 Jan 1966 and 25 Jan 1966]
Letter, Dickie [Foot], 8 Mar 1966, Clareville Beach NSW, to Enid Lewis
Letter, Dickie [Foot], 23 Mar 1966, Clareville Beach, NSW to Enid Lewis
Letter, Dickie [Foot], 19 Apr 1966, Clareville Beach to Enid Lewis, New York
Letter [copy], Janet Browne-Clayton, 7 Apr 1966, Cashel, Eire, to Brigadier Foot
Letter [copy], W.R.R.M Lawrie, 8 Apr 1966, Oxford to Brigadier Foot

**Folder 4 [Access to this folder is restricted]**

Envelope labelled “Letters from Bill Wienholt to Enid Lewis concerning Arnold Wienholt” and containing:
Letters (8), Bill Wienholt, 6 Dec 1958, 2 Feb 1959, 22 Mar 1959, 6 Apr 1959, 6 Jan 1960, 31 Jan 1962, 7 Feb 1962, 20 Feb 1962, St Lucia, Brisbane to Enid Lewis

**Folder 5**

Envelope labelled “Letters concerning Arnold Wienholt after his death – Important” and containing:
Letter, Lieut. Colonel P.S. Airey, 29 Apr 1941, Headquarters Khartoum, to Mrs Wienholt [2 copies]
Letter, Major G.S. Hall, 29 Jun 1941, Headquarters Sudan, to Mrs E. Wienholt
Letter, T. W. Biggs and Biggs, Solicitors, Brisbane, 25 Jun 1941 to Mrs E. Wienholt
Letter, T.W. Biggs and Biggs, Solicitors, Brisbane, 25 Jun 1941 to Major G.S. Hall, Committee of Adjustment, Khartoum
Letter, Enid Wienholt, 21 June 19--., Sydney to Major G.S. Hall, Khartoum
Letter, T.A. Lambie, Sudan Interior Mission, 29 Apr 1941 to Mrs Wienholt
Letter, Syd Higgins, 12 Jul 1941, Toowoomba to Mrs Wienholt
Letter, King George R.I., Buckingham Palace, to Mrs Wienholt [Letter of sympathy]
Letter, Enid Wienholt, 18 Jul 1941, Kalbar, Queensland, to Major Bentinck
Letter, Enid Wienholt, 19 Jan 1943, Kalbar, Queensland, to Private Secretary to His Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie
Letter, L. Wilson, Governor of Queensland, 25 Jul 1941 to Mrs E. Wienholt
Letter, L. Wilson, Governor of Queensland, 2 Aug 1941 to Mrs E. Wienholt
Letter, A.D. McLachlan, H.Q., AIF, Palestine to Australia Red Cross, Melbourne re Lt. A. Wienholt
Letter, L. Wilson, Governor of Queensland, 9 Oct 1941 to Mrs E. Wienholt

“Motion of condolence which was passed by the Legislative Assembly of Queensland, on Wednesday, October 15, 1941, on the death of Arnold Wienholt, Esquire, D.S.O., M.C.”, extract from *The Journals of the Parliament of Queensland*, page 134 [signed E.J. Hanson, Speaker, dated 20 Oct 1941]

Parliamentary debates, Queensland Parliament Legislative Assembly, 15 Oct 1941, Motion of Condolence for Arnold Wienholt
Circular, Legacy Club of Ipswich, fortnightly bulletin, Nov 1941. Contains items about memorial service for late Capt. A. Wienholt
Letter, L. Wilson, Governor of Queensland, Jan 1942 to Mrs Wienholt
Letter, Montague F. Jones, 16 Oct 1941, Herefordshire to Clerk of the Supreme Court, Brisbane re Arnold Wienholt’s dental records

Letter, L.S.R. Byrne, 3 Apr 1942, Farnham Common, Bucks to Mrs Wienholt

Letter, Judge Tredgold, [19 Jan 1943?], to Col. J.S. Morris, Inspector General of Police

Letter, V. Whiffin, 10 May 1943, Addis Ababa to Mrs Wienholt

Letter, M.G.R.M Laurie, 27 Oct 1943, to Mrs Wienholt

Letter, Australian Military Force, NSW L of C Area, Records Office, Broadway, Sydney, 7 Dec 1943, to Mrs Lewis

Letter (copy), Enid Lewis to Major Laurie, no date

Letters (2), Humphrey Wienholt, 11 Nov 1945, 4 Feb 1946, Mullion, Cornwall to Enid Lewis [English relative]

Letter, Brenda (?), 26 Dec 19--?, Pimperne, Blandford to Enid Wienholt [English relative]

Letter, Nell Lawrence, 2 Feb 1946, Parkstone, Dorset to Enid Wienholt [English relative]

Letter, D.A. Sandford, 16 Oct 1953, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to Mrs Lewis re English church in Ethiopia

Letter, D. Sandford, 1 Feb 1954, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to Mrs Lewis re building fund

Letter, A.F. Matthews, Chaplain, 2 Feb 1954, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia to Mrs E. Lewis re building of English church in Ethiopia

Letter, Imperial War Graves Commission, F. Higginson, Secretary, 2 Jan 1955, London [circular letter concerning Port Sudan memorial]

Letter, Wilfrid Thesiger, 23 Nov 1965, Chelsea, London to Mrs Lewis

Folder 6

Photocopy of article in memory of Arnold Wienholt from *Eton College Chronicle*, 18 Jun 1942. Annotatons to the article were made by his wife Enid.

Photocopy of article about late Captain Arnold Wienholt from *Fassifern District Centenary Publication* 1844 – 1944

Folder 7

Envelopelabelled “Arnold Wienholt—clippings pre World War II” and containing:

One bundle of clippings, dated 1895 – 1919 (clippings are roughly in year order):

“The late Mr Arnold Wienholt”, *British Australasian*, 24 Jan 1895

“Queensland Scouts in Rhodesia”, *Queensland*, 1 Jan 1916

“Arnold Wienholt safe”, 10 Aug 1916

“Mr Arnold Wienholt a prisoner”, 4 Aug 1916

“Personal notes”, 5 Aug 1916 [2 copies]

(Article about Arnold Wienholt), 16 Jan 1915
“Personal notes”, Brisbane Courier, 11 Aug 1916
“Germans and Lions”, Brisbane Courier (?), 8 Jan 1916
“Personal notes”, Brisbane Courier, 21 Feb 1917
“Mr Arnold Wienholt free”, Brisbane Courier, 20 Feb 1917
“News from Arnold Wienholt”, Mar 1917
“Capture of Arnold Wienholt”, Brisbane Courier, 27 Sep 1916?
“Personal notes”, Brisbane Courier, 24 Sep 1918
“Personal notes”, Brisbane Courier, 21 Apr 1918
(Article about Arnold Wienholt), 21 Apr 1918
“Personal notes”, Brisbane Courier?, 17 Mar 1918
(Social news – announcement of wedding of Captain Arnold Wienholt and Enid Sydney Jones), Brisbane Courier, 1 May 1919
“Fighting in Africa”, Sun, 2 Mar 1919
“The hero from Fassifern”, 7 Jan 1919
“Pioneers of Queensland”, Daily Mail, 1 Mar 1919
“Queensland hero”, Daily Mail, 30 Mar 1919

Folder 8
One bundle of clippings, dated 1921 – 1941 (clippings are roughly in year order):
“Letters to the editor – The call for a leader”, 20 May 1921
“Moreton Division: Captain Wienholt’s position”, Brisbane Courier, 11 Oct 1922
Cartoon – “The inveterate growler”, Industrial Australian and Mining Standard, 20 Jul 1922
“A voice from Fassifern”, n.d.
“Bearding lions in Africa: hardy hunters”, 1930?
“Mr Wienholt’s Brisbane address”, 23 Jun 1930
“Not hostile; verdict of Fassifern electors”, Brisbane Courier, 9 Jul 1930
“Fassifern seat: Mr Wienholt at Roadvale”, Brisbane Courier, 1930
“Not a new party”, Brisbane Courier, 24 Oct 1930
“Act now: practical optimism”, Brisbane Courier, Oct 1930
“Poor showing: thoroughbred horses”, Aug 1930
“Our letter box”, 20 Mar 1930
“The way out of the boghole by Arnold Wienholt”, 31 Jan 1931
“Big deal: Two cattle properties: Captain Wienholt”, Brisbane Courier, 24 Mar 1932
“Big game hunting in Africa”, Australasian, 18 Jan 1930
“Lion Hunting: interesting exploits: Captain A. Wienholt returns”, Brisbane Courier?, Jan 1930
“Absent Voters: Fassifern Election”, Brisbane Courier, 19 Jun 1930
“Ethiopian friend: Captain Arnold Wienholt”, Sydney Morning Herald, 12 Feb 1941

Folder 9
One bundle of undated newspaper clippings

Folder 10
Letter, Arnold Wienholt, 15 May 1932, Parliament House, Brisbane to E. Lawrence, Parkstone, Dorset, England
Letter, Arnold Wienholt, 3 July 1919, Washpool, Kalbar, Queensland to Arthur Clark, his cousin
Letter, Arnold Wienholt, 31 August 19--, House of Representatives, Melbourne to Arthur Clark, his cousin
Letter, A. Hoskins, 4 Jun 1917, Government House, British East Africa to Arnold Wienholt. Hoskins was then Commander-in-Chief in East African campaign. Also typed transcript of letter.
Extracts from captured enemy documents (1 leaf of typed and handwritten notes)